
Like luminous shot silk, Dual Light is imbued with vibrant filaments 
of what has been explored and assimilated during its long gestation. 
Dreamwalker's latest creation acknowledges the integral roles of all 
engaged. Conceived, written and directed by Andrea Nann, it was 
created with performers Brendan Wyatt, Yuichiro Inoue, Kristy 
Kennedy and dramaturge Sarah Chase, with lighting and scenog-
raphy by Simon Rossiter, costume and scenography by Cheryl 
Lalonde, sound design by Joshua Van Tassel, and production support 
from A.J. Morra and James Kendal. The dual exploration embraces 
ideas of moving into infinite inward light and boundless outward light 
by investigating dimensions of knowing and seeing, sensing and 
acting, ways of connecting with others.

Dual Light references cycles of time; shifts of the angled, shining 
set piece metaphorically suggest time's turning. A delicate, tensile 
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Dual Light 

Dual Light is less a destination journey than a fluid suspension – 
like watching microscopic forms transform. The work honours 
sensory and cognitive realities and celebrates sensitivity to subtle 
energies that nuance and guide our exchanges. In exquisite motion 
and gesture it reflects the macro-micro nature of perceptions of time 
and being, and enigmas of humanity’s innerscapes.

“Human experience,” Andrea Nann mused, “is the bridge 
between heaven and earth.” Dual Light is meditative, tender, liminal, 
poised – unfolding gently, tracing a contemplative path forward, 
inscribed in a complex connective tissue of true stories and attuned 
presence. 

physicality unfolds through the work, probing states beyond the 
material, inquiring into the true nature of our interconnections. 
Pathways of transference and communication that course and stream 
among us – sensitive, empathic, energetic – are manifest in Dual 
Light. Energy pathways are mirrored in duets between dancers, at 
points simultaneous and exact in impulse and expression. Flurries of 
affinity, phrases of spiraling motion and alert stillness pool and settle 
among the performers. Their bodies sometimes tilt, like transiting 
planets, off their vertical axes. Tests of weight and gravitational wit 
bubble up through playful encounters, the dancers rolling together 
like puppies, balancing on one another, lifting, supporting, leaning, 
transferring weight.

The work’s design elements support the mysterious, synchronous 
intricacy of each moment. The sound design by Joshua Van Tassel 
investigates sound frequencies at a vibrational level. The stage 
environment offers sources that glow from the outside and from 
within, openings of light, intensity and refractions creating a sense of 
profound space. Peter Mettler’s filmic images, displayed in the lobby, 
layer multiple forms and images into single frames. 

Intertwining voices and presences in the work are also deeply 
layered. The recorded voice of Andrea Nann’s father, Richard, 
unspools his meditations on fundamental theoretical questions, 
while the work is laced through with stories and soliloquies spoken by 
the dancers. Bodies are layered in meaning as well; the cast are two 
Asian dancers, and two Caucasians – two women and two men. The 
differences and common ground they embody elicit presence, the 
memory body, the sensing body, choice and consequence in a 
succession of gem-like scenes. The musical choices evoke memories 
and pay tribute to the passages of loved ones.

A curving, carving, reach for trust – “leaning into thresholds” to 
reference a phrase spoken by Andrea Nann – borders the movement 
vocabulary. Truthfulness and authenticity resonate in the 
performers’ dancing and interactions with the audience in the telling 
of personal narratives. 
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Yuichiro Inoue, Andrea Nann and Brendan Wyatt in Dual Light


